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Agenda
1. Recognizing existing standards
2. Avoiding  the Vacuum 
3. Setting the Scope, Defining the Vision
4. Informing the Funder
5. Demonstrating ROI
6. Experimenting with Classification
7. Semantics for Multiple Applications= 
Semantics for the Future
https://ntrs.nasa.gov/search.jsp?R=20110006310 2019-08-30T14:34:46+00:00Z
http://apod.nasa.gov/apod/ap980904.html
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Avoid Creating a Taxonomy 
in a Vaccum
http://nasajobs.nasa.gov/work/where.htm
Set the Scope
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http://www.nasa.gov/centers/johnson/pdf/145649main_Directorate_Level_Organization_chart.pdf
4
http://apod.nasa.gov/apod/ap051107.html
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Demonstrating the Value 
of Ethereal Assets
1. Fundamental value
2. Common language
3. Tangible benefits
4. Successful application 
means…
Search Interface, Classification 
Example: Expedition 19
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Search Interface, Classification 
Example: Interstellar Dust Grains
ROI
 Solidify the value of ethereal assets
• In a cost benefits analysis¹,  JSC information workers search habits were found to be 
slightly higher than industry levels;  10.5 hours per week compared to 8.8².  Monetizing 
this data with survey respondents salary ranges, and applying it to a conservative 20% 
improvement in findability for existing SharePoint users, yields a savings of over 12 million 
dollars per year. 
Realistic expectations should
include planning for:
• Implementation
• Growth /Governance
• Maintenance
• Application
1. Doane, Mike. Connecting the JSC Taxonomy to Sharepoint, August 2010.
2. International Data Corporation.  Hidden Costs of Information Work: A Progress Report, May 2009. Doc #217936
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Communication & Navigation
Commercial Crew
Exploration and 
Robotic Missions
Propulsion Technology 
Human Research 
Semantics for a New Path:  
Space Technology Roadmaps
Tele-Robotics & 
Autonomous Systems
http://spaceflight1.nasa.gov/gallery/
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http://www.nasa.gov/pdf/501627main_TASR-TABS_Foldouts-A.pdf
Technology Area Structure: Draft 
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Conclusions
At NASA Johnson Space Center (JSC), the Chief Knowledge Officer  has 
been developing the JSC Taxonomy to capitalize on the accomplishments of 
yesterday while maintaining the flexibility needed for the evolving information 
environment of today. 
A clear vision and scope for the semantic system is integral to its success. 
The vision for the JSC Taxonomy is to connect information stovepipes to 
present a unified view for information and knowledge across the Center, 
across organizations, and across decades.
Semantic search at JSC means seemless integration of disparate information 
sets into a single  interface.   Ever increasing  use,  interest, and 
organizational participation mark successful integration and provide the 
framework for future application .   
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